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_____________________________________

Hi all.

I have an idea of imlementing three new features which I suppose will be used wide by all of you.

Here they are.

1. A "back" button on a statistics page after passing the quiz. In fact when a user finishes a quiz he has no other choice
than to use main menu to come back to the main quiz page. I am not using main menu on the ari quiz pages so here is
my time to invent something. Not very awesome indeed. A small "back" button which redirects you to tne main quizes
page is highly appreciated!

2. Pay-by-AlphaUserPoints-Quizes

I would like to create non-free quizes but the price won't be in $ but in AUP points earned by users site activity.
So here is how I see this: 

when you create a quiz you have different options to choose for the quiz like turn plugin system on or not ad so on. I
would like to see another radio button there: "Is the quiz free or not?" If set to yes you can use the text-box near it to
insert a number of AUP points to enter ti quiz. Maybe that wold be also a great idea to implement this feature for the
whole quiz category. The question there would be: "Are the quizzes in this category free to enter or not?" If set to yes, in
each quiz which would be created for this category you will have to insert a number of AUP points.


3. Representing only particular quiz results in CB profile.

In fact I personally need this for some kind of testing users. But for tests which do not have right or wrong answers. Users
pass the test and their points are summed up. Due the number of points they get different results. But that are not results
showing their knowledge, IQ or something like that. That's just a test like: "Which character do you have?" Simple test
with 10 questions and results due to the number of points like:
0-10 You are generous...
10-20 You are greedy...
20-30 You are a lier..

and so on..

So I don't think it is a good  idea to put these results in CB profile tabs.
What I actually propose is to add a feature to quiz categories like: "Include quizes results from that category to CB profile
or not?"

And the last but not the least.
It is my first post but I have first come to this forum about 2 months ago. As I read threds I have made one conclusion.
This forum readability is not great as the right and left modules tighten it and all the fields become very tight. Maybe it
would be better to move the forum to it's own page with nothing else but the forum on it?

Hope you will enjoy my ideas and support me to encourage our beloved admins to implement these features in the
nearest future!!!
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